Abstract. The translational addition theorems for spheroidal scalar wave functions R"n(h, £)Sm"(/i, rj)exp(jm(j)); i = 1, 3, 4 and spheroidal vector wave functions M£/'2(')(/i; r/, 4>), N"ny'zU)(h; £, t], </>); i = I, 3, 4, with reference to the spheroidal coordinate system at the origin 0, have been obtained in terms of spheroidal scalar and vector wave functions with reference to the translated spheroidal coordinate system at the origin 0', where 0' has the spherical coordinates (r0, 60, <£0) with respect to 0. These addition theorems are useful in acoustics and electromagnetics in those cases involving spheroidal radiators and scatterers.
1. Introduction. The translational addition theorems for spherical scalar wave functions were developed by Friedman and Russek [1] and those for spherical vector wave functions were given by Stein [2] and Cruzan [3] , These addition theorems were applied by Bruning and Lo [4] to the problem of scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave from a system of two spheres. In general the boundary-value scattering problem involving many bodies will require transformation of an outgoing wave from one body and its associated origin 0 (the center of the body) and coordinate system X into the incoming wave to another body with its own associated origin 0' (center of the body) and coordinate system X'. These transformations are accomplished by addition theorems. In particular, when the geometries of interacting bodies are the same and the axes of symmetry are oriented parallel to each other, the transformations are by translational addition theorems for wave functions corresponding to the coordinate geometry of the interacting bodies. The motivation here is to obtain an exact solution in terms of spheroidal wave functions for the problems (acoustic and electromagnetic) of plane wave scattering from two or more spheroids with parallel axial configurations as an extension of multipole solutions given by the authors [5] for electromagnetic plane wave scattering from a single prolate spheroid.
The first expansion treated in this paper is that for the standing spheroidal wave Rmn(h, £)Smn(h, t])e\p(jm(f)) with reference to the coordinate system X at origin O in terms of spheroidal waves Rmn(h', £')Smn(h', tj')exp(jm(t>') with reference to the translated coordinate system X' at origin 0(£, rj, <fr) are the spheroidal coordinates, h = kFt where k is the wave number and F is the semi-interfocal distance. A detailed account of spheroidal functions Rmn (radial function) and Sm" (angle function) can be obtained in Flammer [6] , The second expansion is that for the outgoing spheroidal wave R"^(h, £,)Smn(h, ij)exp (jm<p).
From the first two expansions we then obtain an expansion for R^(h, £)Smn(h, t])exp(jmct>) with reference to the coordinate system (0, X) in terms of the spheroidal waves referred to the translated system (0', X') by using the relationship R{^(h, o = 2 Ri»(h, {) -R%(h, a
The transformations of the vector functions M*"y-2(1 •3'4)(h; r\, </>) and N*'/,z<1,3,4,(ft; £, q, (j)) from (h, X) to (0', X') are then obtained from the expansions of the scalar functions R^ 3' 4)(h, £)Smn(h, t])exp(jm(j)).
To evaluate the integrals which are instrumental in the above transformations (0, X -> 0', X'), a formula is needed which expresses the product of two associated Legendre functions in terms of a sum of associated Legendre functions such as given by Stein [2, pp. 22-23] . A fast and convenient computer algorithm has been developed in Appendix I to evaluate the coefficients of this expansion.
In this paper all derivations are for prolate spheroidal functions, although the terminology "spheroidal" instead of "prolate spheroidal" has been used since the derivations for the oblate case are very similar. In fact, the results for the oblate system are obtained from those for the prolate system by the transformation <* h -» -jh (or F -> -jF).
2. The expansion for \^(h\ rj, 0) = R{J£(hi, t,)Smn(h, t])exp(jm(l)). The Cartesian coordinate system associated with a spheroidal coordinate system has its origin at the center and z-axis along the positive direction of the spheroidal axis of symmetry. The translation moves the Cartesian system at the origin O corresponding to the spheroidal system (h; £, rj, <p) to the origin O' corresponding to the spheroidal system (/?'; //', ft). The cartesian coordinates under translation are shown in Fig 
Similarly, the standing spheroidal waves referred to 0' are given by
Vmn (H; r\', <p') = Smn(h', rj')R%J(h', {')exp(jm<p') = (4nj")~1l I exp(jkr' cos y')Sm"(h', cos 0t)
Now since the radius vectors are such that (see Fig. 1 ) r = r' + r0, it follows that if k, is the propagation vector of the incident plane wave, then kf r = k, (r' + r") or equivalently r cos y = r' cos y' + r0 cos y0.
From Eqs. (3) and (5) we get ,27i rt mn(h; L r\, <t>) = (4;if) 1 I I exp(jkr' cos y')exp(jkr0 cos y0)
•'n "0 *0
• Smn(h, cos 0,)exp(jmfa) ■ sin 0, d9t .
Now consider the plane wave expansion exp(jkr' cos y') = 2 £ £ 1TJU\ cos di)S^(h'< l')
It can be shown [1, p. 18 ] that (7) is a uniformly convergent series; hence, on substituting The determination of the expansion coefficients a(-■ •) is discussed in Appendix I of this paper.
From (8) and (11) it follows that 00 V 00' 00' / 1
Now from Stratton [7] jn ( 
The equation (14) is the required transformation from the O-system to O'-system. Since any of the equations given above does not include any restriction on relative size of r' and r0, Eq. (14) is valid for any r'. 
Proceeding in a similar fashion as before and using Eqs. (16), (5), (7) and (11), we get *£(*;£,*.*) = 2f; i i I
Eq. (17) has been obtained by exchanging the order of summation of Eq. (7) • d^"(h) d^'(h')a(m, \m \ +q \~n, \n\ + s|/>)
In order to obtain the transformation for r' > r0 we substitute Eq. (5) 
In a similar manner (as for \p<3), r' > r0) it can be shown that without any restriction on r', From Eq. A-10 of [3] we get
where Ci(n, p) = (2p -l)(p + m + n + l)(p + m + n + 2), P) = (2P -l)(v + /')(v ~ t1 + *)> P) = 2/x(2p -l)(p + m + n + 1), dt(n, p) = (2 p + 3)(p -m -n)(p -m-n-1), d2(n, P) = (2P + 3)(v + /x)(v -n + 1), d3(n, p) = 2n(2p + 3)(p -m -n).
By eliminating the terms containing n -1 in Eq. 
